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In this paper, we study, by means of a modification of the weighted energy 
method, the questions of uniqueness and growth of weak solutions to evolu- 
tionary equations of the form ztt = .A4u where il!l is a symmetric operator and 
u takes values in a Hilbert space. We show that if the initial energy is negative, 
then the kinetic and potential energies have exponential growth. This is also 
the case when the initial energy is nonnegative provided it is not too large and 
the cosine of the angle between the initial displacement and initial velocity is 
sufficiently close to one. 
We also derive a continuous dependence result. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a real Hilbert Space and D C El a dense linear subspace. We let 
( I ) and jj j\ denote the scalar product and norm respectively on H. In this 
paper we shall derive uniqueness and growth theorems for weak solutions to 
evolutionary equations of the form 
d%l/dP =1Wu(t) 
u(0) = z.l@ ) q(O) = Do 
(r.nj 
where U: [0, co) -+ D is a once strongly continuously differentiable vector 
valued function of t and M denotes a linear operator which generates a 
symmetric bilinear form A(x, y)(x, y E Dj on D. Tke form A@’ is sot ammed 
to be of one sign OF even semibounded. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we establish our 
basic a priori inequality whence the remaining results of the paper follow. 
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Then, in the third and fourth sections we obtain uniqueness and exponential 
growth theorems for the solution and for the potential and kinetic energies, 
The technique of proof is a modified form of the weighted energy method. 
This method has been used with great success to study the questions of 
uniqueness and asymptotic behavior for a wide variety of evolutionary 
equations and inequalities. See for example [ll-171 and the references cited 
therein. It is believed however that this is the first such study to be made 
using this tool (in a modified form) for weak solutions, the previous work 
having been confined to classical solutions. 
Although some of our results are the same as those of Knops and Payne [5], 
which they also derived for weak solutions, we obtain them by weighted 
energy arguments instead of logarithmic convexity methods. We shall only 
derive a few of the results of [5]. 
In addition, we obtain growth estimates for the kinetic energy, $(z+ , u,), 
and the potential energy, -&G!(u, u), which was not done in [5]. This aspect 
of our work gives, we believe, new results when applied to elasticity or other 
problems in partial differential equations. 
Knops, Payne and others [5, 6, 9, lo] have used logarithmic convexity 
arguments to study equations of the form Putt = Alu. These cannot be 
treated by the weighted energy method even for strong solutions unless P 
“commutes” with il+’ or in certain other special cases. Murray has given two 
such interesting special cases in [12, 141. Another such example is given in 
Levine and Murray [ll]. 
However, it will be easily seen that, in our version of the weighted energy 
method, we can modify our arguments to include the case of weak solutions 
to 
P(d%/dt”) = Mu(t) 
U.2) 
u(O) = ql , ut(0) = 2’0 ) 
where P: D -+ His a symmetric linear operator generating a positive definite 
form 9(x, ~7) z (x, Py) on D x D. This follows immediately once we make 
the further restriction that dzc/dt takes values in D and agree to replace 
(x, y) by 9:(x, y) in (2.1) and (2.2) of th e nest section. Our growth results then 
apply to ~(zc, U) instead of (u, u) and to the “P kinetic energy” &g(z+ , ut) 
instead of K(t).l 
It will be necessary for us to postulate a (weak) conservation law for (1.1). 
If --ill is coersive, it can be derived on the basis of a mollifier argument. 
If this is not the case, as it is here, then it must be postulated. 
1 The author wishes to thank BrianStraughan of Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, 
Scotland for this observation. 
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Brockway [l] has considered (1.1) in the special case of linear elasticity 
where he proves uniqueness without recourse to an energy conservation 
principle. However he assumes that A(x,Y) (in our notation) is negative 
semidefinite (positive semidefinite elasticities) as well as an extra symmetry 
condition on the elasticities. 
We remark that we make heavy use of the symmetry of A@ and cannot 
therefore use our techniques to obtain the very interesting results of Murray 
[Ml, for weak solutions when M is antisymmetric. Murray’s results were for 
classical solutions. 
2. THE BASIC INEQUALITY 
Let D, M and ~%e’ be as in the introduction. We make the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION. u: [0, KI) -+ D is a weak solution to (1 .I> if it is once 
strongly continuously differentiable (in t) and if for every such 4: [O, co) ---f D 
where 4, E d#ldv, u, = du/dq. 
We shall assume that in addition to (2.1) u satisfies the following weak 
conservation principle. 
E(t) = gut(t), u,(t)) - gkqll(t), u(t)) < E(O), t E [O, Co). VW 
Since A! is only symmetric, E(t) = 0 does not imply u = 0, but E(t) < 0 
implies U(t) * 0. 
The assumption that + is Cl can be replaced by any assumption that 
permits us to set b, = zl in (2.1). For example, the assumption that 24 is the 
Emit of “smooth” 9’s in the sense dictated by (2.lj will suffice. 
We now prove our basic inequality. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f: [0, m)+ (0, co) be aq twice continuously di&rm- 
tiable fwzction with a convex logarithm (lnf)” > 0). Let u: [0, w) + D be a 
solution to (1.1) in the sense of the dejinition such that (2.2) holds. Then 
2E(O) t - f”(t> -r, f’(T) 4. 
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Proof. Let 
w(t) = f(t) u(t) 
w> = f (9 w(t) 
(2.4) 
so that u = (l/f) w and *t = U/f>@t - (f’if )w) = (l/f )(wt - (lnf )‘zuy) 
while #Q = f (wt + (Inf)‘w). 
Introducing these in (2.1) there results 
(4th 4t) - (In f)’ w(t)) = f2(Wo , fan) 
+ J” {II fs II2 - WnfYl” II w II”> 4 
0 
+ s” A@, w) d+ (2.5) 
0 
On the other hand, from (2.2) we obtain 
J+J(~>, w(t)> b -VW -W) + II wt II2 - Wnf)’ NJ, 4 
+ Unf)‘l’ II 7.0 112- (2.6) 
Using (2.6) in (2.5) we obtain, after an integration by parts 
(wt - (lnf )’ 20, w) 
> f*(o)@, 2 uo) i- 2 jt i] q, Ii2 dq + 1” (lnf)” ji w Ii2 dq 
-(lnf)‘~~w~~a+‘~~~w(0)~~2-02c(O)/1J’(rl)iirl. 
0 
(2.7) 
Whence (2.3) follows from (2.7) after a short calculation using the first of 
Eqs. (2.4) while dropping the second term on the right of (2.7). 
An application of Gronwall’s inequality gives us Corollary 2.1. Under the 
preceding hypotheses 
- 4E(O) lot 0 - ?s)lf “hW(~>l4 cw 
3. THE UNIQUENESS AND GROWTH THEOREMS (FOR ljujj2) 
Most of these can be read directIy from (2.3) or (2.8). 
THEOREM 3.1. If u. = v. = 0 and u is a weak solution to (1.1) in the 
sense of (2.1) md (2.2), then u = 0. 
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Proof. Let, for each h > 0, f*(t) = e--ht. Then (lnf,)” = 0 so that (2.3) 
holds with this choice off. Since u0 = q, = 0, E(0) = 0 and (2.3) reduces to 
W#, @)I 3 il Wii2. (3.1) 
Letting h -+ $-co for fixed t, we obtain 11 u(t)]] 3 0 so that u = 0. 
This is Theorem 1 of [5]. 
The next theorem is the same as Theorem 1, parts (ii), (iii) and (iv) of [5]. 
THEOREM 3.2. If E(0) -C 0, and u is a weak solution to (l.l), tlzen !j u(t)lp 
is bounded below by an increasing exponential function for all su$f&ntly laTge 
times (greater than zero). If (24 0 , v,,) > 0, and E(0) .< 0 then t&s is true-foior all 
times. 
To prove this, we use (2.8) withf(t) = e@, h > 0. h routine calculation 
shows that 
/I u(t)]” > e2At 11 u. /f! + 2tP[---E(O) + h(u, , vJ - Xe jj ~1~ \lz] ezXt 
- h-zE(0)[l - e2^7. (3.2) 
Since we are assuming that --E(O) > 0, we can certainly find h > 0 so smal1 
that 
--E(O) + quo , Do) - x’z 11 240 /Ip > -*E(O). (3.3) 
Whence, it follows that for such X and all t > 0, 
)I u(t)i]2 > (--E(O)) te2At + [II u. II2 + v] eznt. 
This gives the first statement of the theorem. 
If (uO , zlo) > 0 and E(0) = 0, the second statement follows from (3.2) 
with h = (U ,, , o,)/li us /12. If E(0) < 0, the second statement again follows 
with this choice of X since 
-k1E(0)[2t - A-l{1 - e-2At)] e2nt > 0 
for all t > 0. (This is just the integral term on the right of @A).) 
We remark that the lower bounds obtained in the latter two cases 
(11 u \I2 > j/ u. jl2 e2Xt, X = (u. , v,,)//] u,, ]I’) is the same as that given in Knops 
and Payne [5J. We note also that if E(0) < 0 or (zcO , vo) > 0, then zcO # 0. 
If E(0) > 0 and ( u,, , no) > 0, we can obtain a result analogous to but 
somewhat weaker than Theorem 1 (x) of [SJ. 
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THEOREM 3.3. If E(0) > 0, u is a weak solution and the data satisfy the 
farther restriction that (u,, , q,) > 0 and 
4 II zc, II2 -w) -=c (uo 3 voj2, (3.5) 
then the conclusion of the second statement iti Theorem (3.2) holds and in fact 
we have 
II 4t)l12 3 II zco /I2 e2At + (no , vo>P - 4 II u. II2 JW>/@~ , vo)7 tP 
+ [4E(O) II u. l14/(~o , vo>21P - 1) (3.6) 
with 
h = t&o > ~oo)/ll uo II2 (3.7) 
Proo$ This follows easily from (3.2) upon maximizing the quadratic in h 
on the right of (3.2) and (3.3) and substituting this value (given by (3.7)) into 
(3.2). 
Remark. In [5], the authors prove that a similar estimate holds if 
(~0 , vo) > 0 and 
(u. ) vo)p > 2 [I zc, !I2 E(O). (3.8) 
Moreover, they show (Theorem l(x)) that if equality holds in (3.8), then 
(j u /I2 > 11 uo 113 + 2[ll uo IV E(o)yt + 2E(O) t”. (3.9) 
The fact that we are not able to get such sharp results is a failure of the 
weighted energy argument. This can be observed in other contexts as well. 
For example, as we shall see in Section 5, where we discuss continuous data 
dependence we can only obtain logarithmic continuous data dependence 
via this method. This type of data dependence in the sense of F. John 
(see [4, 6, 91 for example) is not as good as the Holder continuous dependence 
obtained from logarithmic convexity. (See [l, 6, 7, 9, lo] for example.) 
Murray [13] has already observed this in case A1 is skew symmetric (where 
no result via logarithmic convexity seems possible). 
4. THE GROWTH THEOREMS FOR THE KINETIC AND POTENTIAL ENERGIES 
Here we study how the energies behave. We begin with (2.3). Setting 
f(t) = e-At, h > 0 and using the estimate 
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with ot = 1/2h, we obtain 
K(t) = &(u, , ut) >, 2E(O) + 2ezat[-E(0) + X(u, , vo) - A2 (( u. jz] (4.1) 
and, since E(t) < E(O), E(t) = K(t) + V(t), 
-V(t) E &&(u, 24) 2 E(0) + 2[E(O) + X(u, ) 00) - A2 /I uo II”] e22Ac. (4.2) 
From (4.1) and (4.2) we read off immediately the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. If E(0) < 0 or ;f E(0) = 0 and (uo,vo) > 0, then the 
kinetic energy must be bounded below by an irzc~easing exponentialfor all t > 0 
and the potential energy must be bounded above by the negative of w imreasing 
exponential functiolz. 
Proof. If E(0) < 0 use (4.1), (4.2) and X such that (3.3) holds. If E(0) = 0, 
let A > 0 and < (u. , vo)/ll zc, \I2 in (4.1) and (4.2). 
Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we can use (4.1) and (4.2) to 
establish Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.2. If E(0) > 0 and (u. , uo) > 2[E(O) /I u. jls]l/a then 
K(t) 3 2[4(uo , v~,>~/~~ u. /I2 -- E(O)] ezat + 2E(O) (4.3) 
IT(t) G -2[-(21, ) vo)z/j[ u. l/-2 - E(O)] !?a - E(O) (4.4) 
where h is given by (3.7). 
5. CONTINUOUS DATA DEPENDENCE 
Here we show that on compact subsets of [0, co), weak solutions depend 
continuously on their data in the sense of F. John [3]. The continuous 
dependence is only logarithmic and not Holder and is thus not as good as 
Knops and Payne [5] obtain from logarithmic convexity. 
Because of the linearity of the problem (1.1) it is only necessary to consider 
the continuous dependence question for the solution u = 0. 
Returning to (2.3) with f (t) = e-At, h > 0, we obtain, after an application 
of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality for any 01 > 0, 
(l/201) 11 gt /I2 > (A - &) I/ u I[2 + h-1e2At[-E(0) + X(uO I vo> - A2 Ij u0 I[“] 
- X-“E(0)(e2At - 1). CW 
505i17/r-6 
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Whence, setting a = A, it follows that 
II f4t)l12 < k2 II ut /I2 + 2~-‘ezAt#(0) + X2 II u. II2 - A(u, , vo)> 
+ 2k3E(0)(ezAt - I). 
Thus, for 0 < t < T, we have 
II ill” d A-2 II 4 II’ + a-2e2”TiI -q’(o)l + 2F I/ zs, /I2 t II ql II”) 
+2k3 1 E(O)1 eSAT 
We assume that u E U(T, n/l-) where 
UP-, JR) = 1,: LO, Tl -+ D I s;pT, (II 2~ II2 + II 21 II”) d fifzj 
We let 
F. = (Ii u. iI2 + II Do /l2)1/2 + I E(O)i, 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
and suppose F, < 1. There results, from (5.3), for some positive constants 
ki = k,(M) and 0 < t < T, 
(1 u(t)l[” < k2M2 + 2PezATFz + h-3(k, + AK,) F:ez”T. (5.5) 
If we put h = (2T)-l I@‘;‘), then from (5.5) we can find a constant k = k(M) 
such that 
(( u(t)((” < k(M)[h(F,-I)]-? (5.6) 
This is the desired continuous dependence result. Notice that no restriction 
is placed on the sign of E(0). 
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